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I. INTRODUCTION

This Essay begins with a confession. In taking implicit association tests (“IATs”) designed to measure my unconscious attitude toward two particular demographic groups, I discovered that I, an African-American, harbored a “slight automatic preference” for Europeans over blacks and for “other people” over “Arab-Muslims.” Both of these results were contrary to my professed or conscious assertions of neutrality. Why would a pro-integration scholar who seeks to promote cross-racial understanding and inclusion exhibit such implicit biases? And why is it that a majority of others who take these tests register similar implicit biases? The point of my confession is to underscore the fact of widespread unconscious bias. Unfortunately, a large body of evidence from experimental psychology demonstrates such bias on the part of whites and minorities against racial minorities, especially African-Americans.¹ This is in contrast to a dramatic reduction in explicit or reported bias against blacks. Indeed, there is much evidence to support the conclusion that “a

† Professor of Law, Georgetown Law, and author of The Failures of Integration: How Race and Class are Undermining the American Dream (PublicAffairs, 2005). This Essay was written in anticipation of a symposium held at Duke University School of Law in February 2010 about the Muslim experience of discrimination. Professor Cashin would like to thank Craig Francis Dukin for his invaluable research assistance.

nondiscriminatory or colorblind identity is... important to most white Americans."²

Despite our national nondiscriminatory identity, according to Project Implicit, a website sponsored by Harvard University that allows anyone to take an IAT anonymously, 70% of the thousands who have taken the Black-White IAT registered an automatic preference for whites over blacks.³ Similarly, 50% of those who took the Muslim-Other IAT showed an automatic preference for “other people” over “Arab-Muslims.”⁴ Not surprisingly, IAT results vary by demographic group. For example, whites tend to show higher rates of pro-white or anti-black implicit bias than do African-Americans, and those who are not Arab or Muslim tend to show higher rates of implicit bias against Arab-Muslims than do Muslims.⁵ In the same way that individuals’ policy preferences are influenced by the implicit biases they harbor, implicit biases also influence the policy choices of legislators, police officers, and employers.⁶ Cognitive research has shown that implicit bias against African-Americans and Arabs predicts policy preferences on affirmative action and racial profiling.⁷ A recent study conducted in Sweden, for example, found a correlation between implicit bias against Muslims and discriminatory hiring practices by the employers who held such biases.⁸

Implicit bias is not limited to blacks or Muslims. For example, IAT results show that large majorities unconsciously favor Christians over Jews, rich people

². Id. at 254.
³. See Project Implicit, https://implicit.harvard.edu (last visited Oct. 14, 2009) [hereinafter Project Implicit]. One must take the “Black-White IAT” in order to receive a breakdown of the scores generated by others who have taken the test. The results presented to my research assistant on October 14, 2009 showed that 27% showed a “strong” automatic preference for whites, 27% showed a “moderate” automatic preference for whites, and 16% showed a “slight” automatic preference for whites. A copy of these results is on file with the author.
⁴. One must take the “Muslim-Other IAT” in order to receive a breakdown of the scores generated by others who have taken the test. The results presented to my research assistant on October 14, 2009 showed that 12% showed a “strong” automatic preference for other people, 20% showed a “moderate” automatic preference for other people, and 18% showed a “slight” automatic preference for other people. A copy of these results is on file with the author. To take the test and review your results and those of others, see https://implicit.harvard.edu (last visited Oct. 14, 2009).
⁵. See Shankar Vedantam, See No Bias, WASH. POST, Jan. 23, 2005, at W12, available at http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A27067-2005Jan21.html (noting that the Harvard IAT results showed that “88[%] of white people had a pro-white or anti-black implicit bias” and that “more than two-thirds of non-Arab, non-Muslim [test takers] displayed implicit bias against Arab-Muslims”).
over the poor, and heterosexuals over gays and lesbians. In this Essay, however, I will focus on comparing the experience of prejudice against Muslims to that of African-Americans—primarily because I view the African-American population as the nation’s canary when it comes to evaluating the current state of American race (or inter-group) relations. I hold this view in part because African-Americans consistently experience higher reported incidences of hate crime and employment discrimination than other groups (including Muslims). IAT results also suggest that blacks are subjected to higher rates of unconscious bias than any racial or ethnic group. Comparing the Muslim experience of prejudice to that of African-Americans, then, may be instructive in assessing anti-Muslim intolerance in the United States. The manner in which African-Americans—a historically subordinated, enslaved group—are currently treated and perceived suggests something about the modern American capacity for inter-group tolerance. To the extent that our explicit or professed tolerances of African-Americans are not extended to Muslims (or are not matched in our subconscious), we learn more about how far we have to go in creating the non-discriminatory, egalitarian America to which we aspire.

While both African-Americans and Muslims are subject to unconscious bias, there is some evidence to suggest that bias against Muslims is more likely to be expressed explicitly. As noted above, most Americans embrace a non-racist identity; they reject race-based discrimination as wrong and even un-American. Explicit public statements of racism against racial minorities are usually met with swift social opprobrium, perhaps even more so when the incident involves African-Americans, because of the tortured, ugly history of discrimination against this group in the United States. Explicit, public anti-Muslim comments


10. Although this comparison appears to assume that African-Americans and Muslims are two mutually exclusive groups, this is decidedly not the case because about one third of the Muslim American population is African American. Am.-Arab Anti-Discrimination Comm. Res. Inst., 2003-2007 Report on Hate Crimes and Discrimination Against Arab Americans 15 (2008) available at http://www.adc.org/PDF/hcr07.pdf [hereinafter ADC-RI Report]. That said, the cognitive research about implicit bias discussed in this introduction underscores that these two groups are perceived distinctly.


12. See Project Implicit, supra note 3. When my research assistant took all of the IAT tests available at the Project Implicit website, he discovered that 70% of Black-White IAT test takers preferred whites over blacks. However, IAT results show that other non-racial groups face higher implicit biases than blacks. Seventy-six percent of persons who took the Able-Disabled IAT preferred able people over disabled people. Eighty percent of test takers preferred young people over old people, and 70% preferred thin people over fat people. The results are on file with the author.


14. Examples that come to mind include: (1) Rush Limbaugh’s recent failed attempt to become a partial owner of a NFL team because of racist remarks attributed to him, Judy Battista, Limbaugh Dropped From Bid to Buy Rams, N.Y. Times, Oct. 14, 2009, at B17; (2) Don Imus’ firing from a lucrative radio program because he called Rutgers University basketball champions “nappy-headed hoes,” Bill Carter & Louise Story, NBC News Drops Imus Show Over Racial Remark, N.Y. Times, Apr. 12, 2007, at A1; and (3) Senator George Allen’s political implosion after calling S.R. Sidarth, a 20-year-old Virginian native of Indian descent who had been following him on the campaign trail, “macaca,” a
do not appear to engender similar widespread outrage. In fact, explicit anti-Muslim statements and attitudes appear to be on the rise. In its most recent report on hate crimes and discrimination against Arab-Americans, the American-Arab Antidiscrimination Committee ("ADC") claims that while reported incidences of violent hate crimes against Arab-Americans have declined since the early 2000s, defamation of Muslims and Islam in non-fiction television, radio, websites, newspapers and print have increased dramatically in the United States during the same period.\textsuperscript{15} Not surprisingly, this increase in anti-Arab, anti-Muslim media coverage has been accompanied by an increase in negative explicit opinions of Muslims and even "Muslim-Americans" in public opinion surveys.

According to annual opinion surveys conducted by the Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life ("Pew Forum"), the percentage of survey participants claiming an "unfavorable" view of "Muslims" rose from 29\% in 2002 to 35\% in 2007.\textsuperscript{16} Between 2005 and 2007, unfavorable opinions of "Muslim-Americans" rose from 25\% to 29\%.\textsuperscript{17} Americans are not without empathy for Muslims. A 2009 Pew Forum survey showed that 58\% of participants believed that that Muslims are subject to "a lot of discrimination," far more than said the same the same of Jews (35\%), evangelical Christians (27\%), or Mormons (24\%). In the same survey, only 49\% of participants claimed that African-Americans were subject to a lot of discrimination. The only persons perceived to suffer more discrimination than Muslims were homosexuals.\textsuperscript{18} Despite this apparent empathy, Muslims do not appear to have gained the kind of social acceptance that African-Americans or other racial or ethnic groups have. In a 2007 Pew survey of racial attitudes, 82\% of participants had a favorable view of African-Americans while only 8\% expressed an unfavorable view of them.\textsuperscript{19} Another 2007 Pew survey found that 35\% of participants had an unfavorable view of Muslims while only 43\% of participants had a favorable view of them.\textsuperscript{20} Muslim-Americans are viewed more favorably than Muslims (53\% compared to 43\%), but Muslim-Americans'
unfavorable ratings are nearly four times as high as that of African-Americans. In Part II of this Essay, I explore the possible reasons for this pronounced difference in explicit bias expressed against Muslims and Muslim-Americans.

II. POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS FOR DIFFERENTIAL BIAS AGAINST MUSLIMS

Implicit and explicit bias by individuals and policymakers against Muslims can result in individual and institutional acts of discrimination. In the aftermath of the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 (“the 9/11 attacks”) incidents of anti-Muslim hate crimes and discrimination spiked, although reported incidents of such crimes have declined significantly since then. A similar pattern occurred with employment discrimination reported to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (“EEOC”). After the 9/11 attacks, the EEOC added a category of employment discrimination against individuals perceived to be Arab, Muslim, Middle-Eastern, South Asian, or Sikh, and the numbers of such complaints, so far exceeding one thousand, have decreased each year since 2002. But discrimination at airports against Muslims, or persons who appear to be Muslim, continues to be a significant problem for such travelers. Although the federal government has disavowed racial profiling, several policies implemented in the name of national security since the 9/11 attacks operate as

---

21. Again, 29% of participants expressed an unfavorable view of Muslim-Americans, supra text accompanying note 16, while only 8% of participants in the racial attitudes survey expressed an unfavorable view of African-Americans, supra text accompanying note 19.


23. Alana Semuels, Workplace Bias Against Muslims, Arabs on Rise, Advocates Say, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 3, 2006, at Cl. However, the EEOC’s numbers likely suffer from underreporting because Muslims or persons mistaken as such may be afraid to approach the government for help. The Washington-based Council on American-Islamic Relations claimed that it processed more civil right and workplace discrimination complaints in 2005 than it ever had, with claims rising to 1972 from 1522 the year before. Id. In any event, workplace discrimination against Muslims appears to exceed that experienced before the 9/11 attacks. See Amy Joyce, Discriminating Dress: External Symbols of Faith Can Unfairly Add to Interview Stress, WASH. POST, Sept. 25, 2005, at F6 (citing David Grinberg, EEOC spokesman, as saying that the number of EEOC claims filed by Muslims doubled from the four years before the 9/11 attacks to the four years after); see also ADC-RI Report, supra note 10, at 34 (noting that ADC received approximately 10 reports of employment discrimination weekly between 2003 and 2007 and that while these numbers were reduced from the post-9/11 spike in claims, they were higher than those seen in the pre-9/11 era).

24. See ADC-RI Report, supra note 10, at 13–18. Although such episodes are now rare compared to the immediate aftermath of the 9/11 attacks, Muslim travelers continue to be at risk of discriminatory acts by airline employees and other passengers based upon negative stereotyping, ignorance or outright hostility. See id. Fortunately, the Transportation Security Administration (“TSA”), which manages airport security checks, has refused to engage in systematic racial profiling against Arab and Muslim-Americans, or persons who appear as such. However, Homeland Security watch lists, and a discretionary policy begun in 2007 that allows TSA officials to subject individuals wearing headgear (e.g., turbans and hijabs/headscarves) to additional screening, appear to have a discriminatory impact on Muslims. See id. at 15–23 (describing incidents).
racial or religious profiling of Arab-Americans and Muslims. This is in marked contrast to the Bush administration’s concerted effort to eliminate racial profiling against African-Americans and other racial minorities. Other areas of continued concern about potential anti-Muslim discrimination that are beyond the scope of this Essay include customs and border protection, Homeland Security watch lists, immigration policy, and detainee/prisoner abuse. To the extent that Muslims are treated differently and subject to explicit or differential bias, it is important to understand why.

Clearly the 9/11 attacks contributed mightily to widespread identification of Muslims with terrorism. The 9/11 attacks arguably created a “terrorist” stereotype that fuels a perception in the American psyche of Islam and the Middle East as being a civilization in direct opposition to that of the United States and the West. Indeed, in the immediate aftermath of the 9/11 attacks, a consensus appeared to emerge among whites, blacks, and Hispanics that profiling of Muslims or Arabs was appropriate. A number of legal scholars argued in favor of profiling. While such sentiments may have subsided nearly a decade removed from the 9/11 attacks, this oppositional, terrorist stereotype...
continues to be propagated, intentionally and unintentionally, through a variety of media, news, and information outlets.

A. Islamophobia and Mainstream Journalism that Propagates Stereotypes

A growing cadre of activists, writers, and media pundits intentionally propagate Islamophobic statements and misinformation. \(^{31}\) "The term ‘Islamophobia’ refers to hostility toward Islam and Muslims that tends to dehumanize an entire faith, portraying it as fundamentally alien and attributing to it an inherent, essential set of negative traits such as irrationality, intolerance, and violence." \(^{32}\) It is not uncommon, for example, for such activists or pundits to make statements like the following,

All you Muslims who have sat on your frickin’ hands the whole time and have not been marching in the streets and have not been saying, “Hey, you know what? There are good Muslims and bad Muslims. We need to be the first ones in the recruitment office lining up to shoot the bad Muslims in the head.” I’m telling you, with God as my witness … human beings are not strong enough, unfortunately, to restrain themselves from putting up razor wire and putting you on one side of it. \(^{33}\)

or,

The point here is that there are 150 Muslim students’ associations, which are coddled by university administrations and treated as though they were ethnic or religious groups, when they are political groups that are arms of the Muslim Brotherhood, which is the fountainhead of the terrorist jihad against the West. \(^{34}\)

Anti-Islamic or anti-Muslim statements attributed to such activists, writers, and pundits tend to equate Islam with terrorist violence and raise the specter of Muslims in the United States, including American citizens, as comprising a “fifth column” intent on aiding extremist anti-American terrorists groups abroad. \(^{35}\) Such statements are propagated through cable television, talk radio, websites, and print outlets and in best-selling books. In a recent investigative report, Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting ("FAIR"), a non-profit media watch group that scrutinizes media practices that marginalize minority and dissenting viewpoints, went so far as to characterize the network of organizations and outlets that regularly feature anti-Muslim viewpoints as an Islamophobic movement. \(^{36}\)


\(^{32}\) Id. at 4.

\(^{33}\) Id. at 5 (citing Glenn Beck Program, radio broadcast, Aug. 10, 2006).

\(^{34}\) Id. at 8 (quoting David Horowitz appearing on Fox News television broadcast, May 9, 2008).

\(^{35}\) See generally id. See also ADC-RI Report, supra note 10, at 75–76.

\(^{36}\) See FAIRNESS AND ACCURACY IN REPORTING, supra note 31, at 6–7; see also ADC-RI Report, supra note 10, at 81–82 (describing the same phenomenon as a coordinated and vicious anti-Islam campaign).
Then there are the, perhaps unintentional, statements of establishment journalists that propagate similar stereotypes. A recent New York Times article, for example, relied on a cultural stereotype to explain opposition in Afghanistan to a U.S. military attack that killed ninety civilians when a more straightforward, even obvious, explanation would have sufficed. 37 According to FAIR and the ADC Committee, not only do mainstream news outlets regularly propagate cultural stereotypes about Muslims, they also give airtime and print space to extremist (Muslim and anti-Muslim) voices while often excluding or downplaying moderate Muslim voices. 38

B. The Impact of Anti-Muslim Media on Bias Against Muslims

Research from empirical psychology suggests that such anti-Muslim media coverage contributes to prejudice against Muslims. In the wake of the 9/11 attacks, for example, researchers found significantly higher levels of bias against “Arabs” than “blacks,” especially among participants who experienced high levels of media exposure. 39 Moreover, study participants indicated a belief that they were justified in feeling prejudice against Arabs. 40 In the wake of the 9/11 attacks, it is more socially acceptable to express explicit bias against Arabs or Muslims than against blacks or other racial/ethnic groups. In addition, some fear that “true prejudicial or stereotypical beliefs [about Muslims] are probably much stronger than what people are willing to admit.” 41

Implicit bias research, using IATs, controls for participants who might alter their responses to be more socially acceptable. 42 In one implicit bias study, researchers primed participants with positive, neutral, and negative information on Muslims, which affected the participants’ implicit attitudes. Participants exposed to negative information displayed greater levels of prejudice measured by the IAT, and participants who read a positive article about Muslim culture displayed significantly less implicit bias against Muslims than those who read negative or neutral materials. 43 In other studies, IAT results showed implicit

37. See FAIRNESS AND ACCURACY IN REPORTING, supra note 31, at 5 (citing Carlotta Gall, Afghans Want a Deal on Foreign Troops, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 25, 2008) (quoting an August 2008 New York Times article which stated that U.S. “bombings and house raids ‘are seen as culturally unacceptable by many Afghans who guard their privacy fiercely,’ while the detention of hundreds of Afghans without trial was said to have ‘stirred up Afghans’ strong independent streak and ancient dislike of invaders’

38. See ADC-RI Report, supra note 10, at 82–83; see also FAIRNESS AND ACCURACY IN REPORTING, supra note 31, at 5–7.

39. See Sonia Chopra, Anti-Arab and Anti-Muslim Sentiment Amongst Potential Jurors: Underlying Psychological Constructs and Tools for Identification 4 (unpublished manuscript, available at http://www.njp.com/ articles/AntiArabSentiment.pdf) (citing research and noting that there “was significantly greater prejudice against Arabs than Blacks” and that “those who had heavy media exposure were significantly more prejudiced overall as compared to those in the light exposure category”).

40. Id.

41. Id.

42. Id.

43. See id. at 5 (citing Jaihyun Park, Karla Felix & Grace Lee, Implicit Attitudes Toward Arab-Muslims and the Moderating Effects of Social Information, BASIC AND APPLIED SOC. PSYCHOL., 29(1), 35–45 (2007)).
preference for “white” and “black” names over Arab-Muslim ones. When participants were asked to give open-ended responses about what they knew or heard about Arab-Muslims through the media, the most common response was a reference to terrorism and/or violence, followed by deep religiosity, discrimination against women, negative personality traits, and physical appearance. Those participants who mentioned terrorism in their responses were more likely to show implicit bias against Arab-Muslims. This is consistent with a Pew Forum survey in which participants were asked what influenced their views on Muslims. The largest percentage of respondents (32%) said “media,” and 48% of those media-influenced respondents had unfavorable opinions of Muslims, while only 20% had favorable opinions of Muslims. It is not surprising that the public has increasingly associated Islam with violence considering the increasing negative media coverage of Muslims, ongoing coverage of the Iraq and Afghanistan wars, and extremist terrorist incidents throughout the world. While anti-Muslim media appears to have an impact in shaping public opinion of Muslims, the political and religious orientation of survey participants also appears to have a significant impact. Liberal Democrats, for example, tend to have a positive impression of Muslims, while conservative Republicans do not. Similarly, young people and college graduates tend to express more favorable views of Muslims than do older people and those who are less educated. And white evangelical Protestants are significantly less likely than other religious groups to have a favorable opinion of Muslims or Muslim-Americans. This is not surprising given that several of the public personalities closely associated with the so-called Islamophobic movement are evangelical Christian leaders.

C. The Comparative Experience of African-Americans.

As mentioned in the introduction to this Essay, African-Americans are subject to higher levels of implicit bias than other racial and ethnic groups, including Muslims, and this phenomenon is likely fueled, at least in part, by

44. See id.
45. See id.
46. Id.
48. See Pew Survey, Muslims, supra note 18, at 7 (noting that the “yes” response to the question whether Islam encouraged violence rose from 25% in 2002 to 38% in 2009, although the “yes” responses in interim years were as high as 46%).
49. See Pew Survey, Public, supra note 16, at 5 (noting that 66% of liberal Democrats had a favorable impression of Muslims compared to only 26% of conservative Republicans).
50. See id.
51. Id. (noting that “roughly half of white mainline Protestants (51%) and white Catholics (48%) express favorable views of Muslims, [while] only about a quarter of white evangelicals (24%) say the same” and that views of Muslim-Americans reflect similar religious divisions).
52. See ADC-RI Report, supra note 10, at 81-82(citing, inter alia, Pat Robertson and Jerry Falwell); FAIRNESS AND ACCURACY IN REPORTING, supra note 31, at 5 (citing Pat Robertson); see also ONTARIO CONSULTANTS ON RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE, ATTACKS ON MUSLIMS BY CONSERVATIVE PROTESTANTS (2009), available at http://www.religioustolerance.org/reacl18b.htm (featuring verbal attacks on Muslims by conservative Christians leaders including Franklin Graham, Jerry Falwell, Pat Robertson, and Jimmy Swaggart).
negative media portrayals of blacks.\textsuperscript{53} Negative stereotypes about blacks persist despite our nation’s considerable progress in dismantling \textit{de jure} (or Jim Crow) segregation and creating a post-civil-rights-motion America that is broadly committed to nondiscrimination. As Lawrence Bobo and Camille Charles have argued, “[a] strong body of research indicates that a variety of anti-black attitudes substantially affect the way many whites respond to explicit racial policy questions.”\textsuperscript{54} Elsewhere, I have argued that the black ghetto, a government-created phenomenon, may be at the heart of our nation’s continued struggle with race relations between blacks and non-blacks.\textsuperscript{55} In my view, the decidedly non-mainstream signatures and behaviors of the ghetto, or “thug life,” celebrated in hip-hop and sometimes raised to performance art by urban teenagers, say, riding public transportation, propagate a cultural stereotype that is intentionally opposed to middle-class American norms.\textsuperscript{56}

Whatever the source of implicit bias against African-Americans, the persistence of such empirically demonstrated bias despite favorable reported opinions of blacks by non-blacks underscores that anti-black implicit bias is not easily overcome.\textsuperscript{57} How does one explain the relatively higher level of conscious acceptance of African-Americans compared to Muslims in the United States?\textsuperscript{58} One possibility is that positive encounters with African-Americans (actual and virtual) are much more frequent for most Americans than are encounters with Muslims, simply because it is much more likely that someone who is not black or Muslim would know a black person as opposed to a Muslim.\textsuperscript{59} Familiarity with

\textsuperscript{53} See, e.g., Sandra Braman, \textit{The Ideal v. The Real in Media Localism: Regulatory Implications}, 12 COMM. L. & POLY 231, 258–59 (2007) (citing research showing that “[r]acial issues are distorted in local TV news in ways that significantly affect inter-group relations.”). Braman’s research shows and she argues, “African-Americans are greatly over-represented in TV news stories about poverty, for example, compared to their actual proportions among that socio-economic class. Blacks are much more often pictured than whites in stories about illicit drug use, despite the fact that there are far more whites using drugs than blacks. It is also misleading to suggest that blacks are only perpetrators of crime rather than also its victims. Robert Entman argues that the use of African-American newscasters and reporters not only is not sufficient to dispel the images created by news stories themselves, but also undercuts appreciation of discrimination problems when linked to news stories about blacks.” \textit{Id.}; see also Leonard M. Baynes, \textit{Race, Media Consolidation, and Online Content: The Lack of Substitutes Available to Media Consumers of Color}, 39 U. MICH. J.L. REFORM 199, 209–10 (2006) (noting that African-Americans and Latinos/as “were two times more likely to be shown in local crime stories than in human-interest stories,” that they “were more often shown as perpetrators than as victims,” and that “[s]tories with non-White offenders and White victims were given more emphasis” even though intra-group crime is more common in reality).

\textsuperscript{54} Bobo & Charles, supra note 1, at 253.


\textsuperscript{56} For an example of what I mean by urban teenage “performance art” on the Metro in Washington, D.C. see \textit{id.} at 257–58 (recounting an episode in which three girls debated loudly about whether to murder another girl).

\textsuperscript{57} \textit{See supra} text accompanying notes 11, 19; \textit{see also} Michael B. Mushlin & Naomi Roslyn Galtz, \textit{Getting Real about Race and Prisoner Rights}, 36 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 27, 44 n.82 (2009) (citing a follow up IAT study in which “participants were unable to suppress the tendency to appear pro-white on the black/white IAT.”).

\textsuperscript{58} \textit{See supra} text accompanying notes 13–21.

\textsuperscript{59} The Muslim population in the United States is estimated to be only about 2.45 million, which equates to about 0.8% of the overall population. \textit{PEW F. ON RELIGION & PUB. LIFE, MAPPING THE
Muslims does breed tolerance. According to a Pew survey, “people who know a Muslim are less likely to see Islam as encouraging of violence” and those “who are most familiar with Islam and Muslims are most likely to express favorable views of Muslims and to see similarities between Islam and their own religion.”

The relative lack of familiarity with Muslims in our nation is fueled not just by demographics but also by the fact that moderate Muslims are relatively invisible in American life. In contrast, while there are far too many negative portrayals of African-Americans in American media, some of the most celebrated and admired people in the nation are African-American. From Oprah to Obama, Colin Powell to Will Smith, there are numerous examples of well-known and well-liked African-Americans, many of whom exemplify our most cherished shibboleths about America as the land of opportunity. I personally cannot name any well-known, popular Muslim-American counterparts. Similarly, there are forty-two African-Americans serving in Congress and only one avowed Muslim serving in that body – Keith Ellison of Minnesota, who also happens to be African-American. In sum, while mainstream, middle- and even upper-class black people are a known quantity in the United States, especially since the election of President Obama, moderate mainstream Muslims are not well known to Americans. Meanwhile, bad Muslim actors receive considerable media attention in the United States and they are well known to the American public.

Another primary reason for disparately lower levels of conscious acceptance of Muslims than of African-Americans involves the unique processes of differentiation brought about by the 9/11 attacks. One researcher has demonstrated, for example, that “[w]hen events or situations are threatening to our sense of individual and/or group security the result can be a stronger sense of in-group loyalty and increased hostility towards members of the out-group.” As discussed above, 9/11 exacerbated the possibility of Americans associating Muslims and Muslim Americans living in the United States with extremist terrorists abroad. After 9/11, our national anxieties about security threats were manifested in, among other things, widespread displays of the American flag. In other words, our “in-group” loyalties to America were heightened.
in-group loyalties are emphasized, there is always a risk that an out-group is being demarcated.\textsuperscript{66} In one bias study conducted in the months following the 9/11 attacks, for example, “[self-categorization as an American was the most effective predictor of anti-Arab sentiment.”\textsuperscript{67} Moreover, the study participants exhibiting the most bias against Arabs were the ones “highly identified as American and who perceived greater threat levels” against our nation than did other study participants.\textsuperscript{68}

African-Americans, in contrast, are considered to be American, or at least the stereotypes that are attributed to blacks do not inherently suggest otherwise.\textsuperscript{69} Even before blacks were formally accorded all of the privileges of American citizenship, their contributions to this country were sometimes recognized, even lauded, at the expense of other groups.\textsuperscript{70} More importantly, the African-American experience in this country has been defined by a nearly 400 year struggle to be accorded the same legal and social rights accorded to white Americans. This process of “becoming American” is mirrored in the struggles of most other historically subordinated racial and ethnic groups, although each group has had unique challenges and aspirations, and most of these groups might claim that, for them, the process of Americanization is unfinished.\textsuperscript{71} While this process for African-Americans began centuries ago when the first African slave landed in Jamestown in 1619,\textsuperscript{72} it feels as if the process for Muslim-

\textsuperscript{66} See Chopra, \textit{supra} note 39 (“Categorizing based on group membership is associated with derogation of out-group members, depersonalization, and over emphasis on in-group similarity and out-group differences.”) (citing \textsc{Henri Tajfel, Human Groups and Social Categories: Studies in Social Psychology} (1981); \textsc{Henri Tajfel \& John C. Turner, The Social Identity of Intergroup Behavior, in Psychology of Intergroup Relations} 7, 7–24 (1986)).

\textsuperscript{67} See Chopra, \textit{supra} note 39, at 3 (citing Oswald, \textit{supra} note 64).

\textsuperscript{68} Id.


\textsuperscript{70} \textit{See}, e.g., Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537, 561 (1896) (Harlan, J., dissenting) (In an opinion advocating for equal protection for blacks, Harlan refers to the Chinese race as “so different from our own that we do not permit those belonging to it to become citizens of the United States” and notes that “with few exceptions, [the Chinese are] absolutely excluded from our country.”).


\textsuperscript{72} PBS.org, Arrival of first Africans to Virginia Colony, http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/part1/1p263.html (last visited Apr. 26, 2010).
Americans is just beginning. In the final part of this Essay, I underscore the role of the modern civil rights movement in rendering blacks more American in the eyes of their fellow citizens and the role that coalition-building and civil rights advocacy could play in reducing anti-Muslim bias.

III. WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT

Conscious race-based discrimination is now considered un-American in our nation. Most Americans revere the values that animate the Brown v. Board of Education decision, even if they do not personally live an integrated life. Obviously this was not always the case. From the nation’s founding, a legalized system of racial caste and racial subordination was contemplated by the framers of our Constitution, even if they did not wish to “stain” the document with express mention of the word slavery. The current American commitment to anti-discrimination is an ethos that was earned through decades, if not centuries, of civil rights advocacy. The modern civil rights movement, in particular, moved us within one generation from a nation where many, if not most, whites openly supported racial subordination to one where a majority of whites did not. The images of fire hoses and police dogs being turned on the children of

73. See, e.g., WESTEN, supra note 13, at 219–48 (making this claim).
75. See CASHIN, supra note 55, at IX–XXII (arguing the same); see also supra note 2 and text accompanying note 14.
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Birmingham, seared in the minds of many, radically changed the political context and made it possible to enact meaningful civil rights legislation designed to dismantle Jim Crow segregation. It is easy to forget the labor intensive nature of this social revolution. The non-violent demonstrations in Birmingham in the spring of 1963 motivated nearly one thousand similar protests in over one hundred southern cities, resulting in over twenty thousand arrests. And this seemingly spontaneous chorus of a thousand protests was the result of years of quite intentional grass roots organizing by the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. In short, oppressed people organized, formed grass-roots coalitions, and demanded a new social order from political elites; and the nation eventually followed.

In my view it will take a similar degree of intentional effort to create an ethos in which Muslims are perceived and valued as full members of American society. Yet there is little impetus for such a mobilization on behalf of Muslims in the United States, given the cultural forces I have described above. Worse, as I am concluding this Essay, the nation is debating the meaning and cause of the murders at Fort Hood, Texas, in which a Muslim-American army officer, Nidal Malik Hasan, reportedly shot and killed thirteen people, including twelve fellow American soldiers. Whatever the facts are concerning Hasan’s actions and motivations, this horrific tragedy threatens to exacerbate further existing tensions between Muslims and non-Muslims because it reinforces both the post-9/11 stereotype of Muslims as terrorists and the post-9/11 process of differentiation between “Americans” and those who would attack us.

In light of these hurdles, where should those who are committed to reducing anti-Muslim bias begin? I recommend that advocates and leaders for Muslims and Muslim-Americans consider the examples of certain organizations currently engaged in grass roots organizing to transcend racial and inter-group differences. Elsewhere I have written about the work of the Gamaliel Foundation and the Industrial Areas Foundation (“IAF”), and I continue to be inspired and encouraged by their successes. Gamaliel, in particular, sponsors more than fifty interfaith coalitions of suburban and inner city church groups that are seriously attacking issues of racial and regional inequity. Consistent with Alexis de Tocqueville’s keen observation that the lifeblood of American democracy was the ability of citizens to form associations to address issues dear to them, Gamaliel
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is committed to redressing the race and class divides in our nation’s metropolitan regions. It teaches “mass based organizing” to its local affiliates who, in turn, have formed powerful regional coalitions across artificial lines of race and political jurisdiction—coalitions that can marshal thousands of individuals to demonstrate at public hearings and other forums for public policy reforms like “fair share” affordable housing. Gamaliel and IAF succeed in forming and maintaining effective multiracial, multi-class coalitions by (1) organizing leaders of existing identity/advocacy groups that should be allies, (2) demonstrating and appealing to common interests using objective data, and (3) undertaking extensive grassroots mobilization of the constituencies of each coalition partner.

In my experience of attending such cross-racial forums, black, Latino/a, Asian and white leaders are regularly at the table of coalition efforts for civil rights and social justice. However, I do not recall ever seeing Muslim leaders at these meetings or conferences. I would urge Muslim civil rights, advocacy and faith organizations to undertake a concerted effort to become a part of such coalitions and for non-Muslim civil rights leaders to undertake a similarly concerted effort to include them.

Much could be gained from such an intentional effort to connect Muslim and civil rights communities. Muslim and Muslim-American constituencies would gain much-needed allies, on the ground, in communities where they live—allies that could help counter misinformation and bigotry about Muslims and Islam. The potential benefits to the civil rights community of a concerted effort to include Muslims are less obvious but no less meaningful. Currently, the struggles and concerns of Muslims are relatively invisible in traditional civil rights discourse. A widening of the civil rights lens explicitly to include Muslims and advocate for religious tolerance, in my view, would help accelerate America’s transition to a truly inclusive, tolerant, multi-racial, and multi-religious society. It would give more concrete, robust meaning to American pluralism. All individuals and identity groups need to be challenged on occasion in order to gain empathy for peoples perceived as “other.” If the research and survey data presented above in this Essay accurately reflect reality, one of the groups that currently seems to be most “other” in our explicit consciousness is Muslims—a faith group that comprises nearly one-quarter of the world population.

In sum, once our nation truly includes and accepts Muslims as part of the American family, we will have radically approximated the non-discriminatory ideals in which we profess to believe, and all groups and identities—majority, minority, and otherwise—should feel more included and accepted as a result.
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